46,XY Disorders of Sex Development (DSD) has wide variations of clinical manifestations ranging from complete female, genitalia ambiguity, to complete male. Therefore the inviduals with this disorder can be reared as boys or girls. Most of Indonesian DSD cases are facing with budget constraint, because they require series of costly examinations and treatment.

We aimed to know the distribution of sex rearing in inviduals with 46,XY DSD and tried to find out the possible etiologies based on the clinical manifestations and the age of presentation.

The study reported data of types of sex rearing, age at and clinical presentation of subjects obtained from 46,XY resulted chromosome analysis patients referred to our clinic in year 2009-2010.

Seventy 46,XY DSD cases (aged 1 day-32 years old) were collected and analyzed, and 45 of them were reared as boys, 22 as girls, while the types of sex rearing was not yet assigned in 3 cases. Most of the cases were referred for chromosome analysis at age \> 3 months-8 years, and 12 patients at 18 years or above, 10 of them were raised as female. Genitalia ambiguity was the most frequent referral reason (44/70 cases). Based on detailed clinical examinations and age of presentation we also described the possible diagnosis, in order to help parents or patients to assign gender with minimum cost.
